Nomination Questions for
ACM/IEEE-CS Ken Kennedy Award

(Important - This is not the official nomination form; please login into the awards nomination site to submit your nomination electronically.)

1. Nominee’s contact information
2. Nominator’s contact information
3. Proposed Citation
   Give a brief citation (fifteen to twenty words or less) indicating the most salient reason the nominee is qualified for the award.
4. Professional Employment Affiliations
   List the nominee's professional employment affiliations and titles. List dates of employment (if known).
5. Education
   List the nominee's educational background (institutions, degrees, years, and honors at graduation, if any).
6. Technical Contributions
   Describe the nominee's technical contributions as appropriate to this award nomination. If applicable, include concrete evidence of outstanding, innovative contribution or contributions to programming and productivity in computing, and contributions to computing through teaching, mentoring, or community service.
7. Endorsements
   **This award requires two endorsements**
   Endorser’s contact information includes: Last Name, First Name, & Email address.
8. Upload a file
   Nominators have the option to upload a document to submit an attachment. The attachment must include responses to all nomination questions for the award.

FAQ’s
- Anyone may nominate. Membership in IEEE or the IEEE CS is not required to nominate, endorse, or receive IEEE CS awards.
- Self-nominations are not accepted.
- Franchised Board of Governors members cannot nominate or endorse major award nominations.
- Please direct awards related questions to awards@computer.org.

Go to http://awards.computer.org/ana/award/viewHomepage.action to enter the IEEE CS Awards Nomination Site.